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View from the Dome
“Thine will be done, no harm to anyone.”
My father always repeated this simple phrase to conclude any exercise in focused intent, which is the driving force
behind all radionic activities. Focused intent is the lens through which the human mind directs the universal living
energy that defines our physical reality, whether looking for answers or designing outcomes. Even a simple act like
setting a rate on the instrument and checking the intensity is an act of focused intent – the operator is focused on
tuning into whatever system or pathology is represented by the rate and intent on seeking an accurate assessment of
that energetic state.
Through the whole of the radionic process, the operator pre-engineers future possible
outcomes, then uses the radionic instrument to channel energy into transforming those possibilities into reality.
But the Universe does not allow us to dictate the path by which the radionic operator’s desired outcomes are fulfilled!
The Universe sets its own course, leaving open the very real possibility of unintended consequences that may be far
worse than the problem that was originally being addressed. It is for this reason that this simple phrase is
extraordinarily important.
Consider the story of the farmer who channeled continuous energy into the idea that he wanted to have the mortgage
on his farm paid off as quickly as possible. Unfortunately, he failed to protect himself with that simple little phrase,
leaving him exposed to an outcome he’d never considered. Within a year he lost his arm in a terrible accident with a
harvester. He was able to pay off his farm with the subsequent insurance settlement.
I had my own reminder of the importance of this phrase just yesterday.
We have a large magnolia tree in our back yard that has begun to grow
more outward than upward in recent years. For the last few months,
every time I would look at that tree I would think about how it needed to
be significantly pruned back, but dreaded paying the price that a tree
service would charge for that work. Well, yesterday we were hit by the
giant snowstorm that stretched from Georgia to Maine, which knocked out
power and caused other damage for thousands of people. And lo and
behold, the big droopy limbs began to snap off that magnolia tree left and
right… along with limbs from the rest of the trees on the property - near
the house, the car, the power line and so on. Luckily we escaped
unscathed with only the work of cleaning up.
I certainly would not suggest that my wish for a free tree trimming was responsible for bringing this giant storm
system to the nation, but it does serve to illustrate the importance of using that little phrase whenever you are
sending your requests out to the universe – radionically or otherwise.
With kindest wishes to all of you,

